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Immersive remote collaboration

OVERVIEW
JoinXR is the enterprise,
immersive, remote meeting platform,
designed for rapid collaboration with
3D data. Access JoinXR on:

2
QUEST 2

3

Key Features

Ready now & powered by

3D PowerPoint paradigm
Remote Rendered 3D/CAD/BIM
Web based user & Content Control
Photoreal Avatars
Immersive Audio
Gestural Interface
Cross device collaboration
New : Live Language Translation
New : Enhanced CAD displays

JoinXR offers turnkey access to
Azure services for your enterprise 3D
data, meaning there’s limitless
display power on your Hololens2 and
no costly preparation of your CAD or
BIM data. This allows you to view and
work with your project files directly
on your Hololens2.

+
Enjoy the capabilities you expect
from a standard meeting platform,
but in Mixed Reality and with
smooth communication, high
performance and precision.
-

Azure Spatial Anchors
Azure Remote Rendering
Azure Object Anchors

* Certain Azure/Mesh features are not yet available on Windows 10/Quest 2/Focus3

Mesh is the new AI-accelerated
technology platform for presence,
rendering and spatial computing
from Microsoft. Due to our
longstanding partnership with the
Mesh engineering teams we can
offer early access through
JoinXR, to these exciting new
enabling technologies as they
come online.

BENEFITS
JoinXR allows your organisation to
start using Azure Remote Rendering
in streamlined multiuser meetings
with no prior technical setup, with a
fast turnaround.
Due to JoinXR's flexibility, you will
discover your own uses, approaches
to problem solving and improved
decision making.

Streamline

Improve Insights

Co-Presence

Reduce Travel

Save time and money by managing
your own immersive content.

Bring everyone into a single 3D
meeting space, no matter their
location, expertise, or role in the
project.

Being ‘co-present’ in a blended
physical/virtual space with your
colleagues lets you maintain stronger
bonds between remote teams

Be in many places at once, lower your
carbon footprint, saving both time and
budget.

The suboptimal limitations of
screen sharing no longer apply.

JoinXR compliments video
conferencing and Remote Assist for
flexible multi modal communication.

Empower your in-house
teams of CAD designers,
Project Managers, Trainers
and Subject Matter Experts to create
and share 3D information
with JoinXR’s easy to use
content pipeline.
* Content courtesy of Holorepository / UCL

Connect, for example, from London to
Singapore in moments, with zero hassle.

USES
Our guiding philosophy is to
empower our end users with
tools that give them the
power and flexibility to achieve
great things.
JoinXR could not be simpler to
use.

Engage

Collaborate

Review

Train

Capture and hold the attention of
internal and external stakeholders.

Drop into Mixed reality catchups
with ease and no preparation.

HoloLens and Windows 10 means large
meetings can be facilitated.

Shared digital and physical reference
allow new forms of knowledge sharing.

Sales Enablement.

Early-stage ideation.

Ad hoc Design review.

Expert assisted remote training.

Product Demonstrations.

Cross discipline validation.

Project Milestone Meetings.

Step by Step Augmented Workplace.

Marketing Presentations.

Supply Chain confirmation.

Company wide Presentations.

Holographic Playback.

DIFFERENTIATED
All other things being equal,
JoinXR is at least 2000x more
powerful than the current
competition in the immersive
collaboration sector

Untethered

Tethered VR

Untethered, Unlimited, & Future-Proof

(solutions are
more powerful
but poor for
collaboration)

Up to
0.25M
polygons

Up to
10M
polygons

Plug and Play,
limited to simple
collaboration uses,
very limited 3D

Requires custom PC,
used for limited
enterprise 3D, VR
only.

display power

In excess of
500M
polygons

Plug and Play,
Unlimited enterprise 3D.
Full collaboration
features

REMOTE
RENDERING
EXPLAINED
Transcend the physical
limitations of your device.
Display your CAD instantly.

Overview

JoinXR RR Allowance

When displaying 3D data, your HoloLens is bottlenecked at
about 250,000 polygons after which your experience
degrades dramatically. Enterprise 3D data typically starts in
the low millions of polygons.

JoinXR simplifies access to Remote Rendering by
offering a prepaid allowance system. This is consumed
per user, per minute and so is as cost efficient to you as
possible.

Remote rendering instead renders these polygons on GPUs
in the cloud completely removing this bottleneck.

JoinXR can be used with simplified 3d models, without
using your RR allowance.

JoinXR uses Azure Remote Rendering and so can display
100’s millions polygons with smooth performance. CAD, BIM
and other complex 3D can be displayed with preparation
times as low as 30 seconds.

You can manage your RR Allowance at any time in
JoinXR’s web-based account management console.
We recommend reading the Microsoft Pages here

We sell RR Allowance in prepaid packs of
standard hours, as follows:
500 RR hrs

£4,000

1000 RR hrs

£6,000

2000 RR hrs

£10,000

Premium hours get consumed at a multiplied
rate. Pay as you go options are available.

PRICING

Our solution is ‘plug and play’ however we understand that your business has unique requirements. Below are examples of offer
packages we can create to get you started with JoinXR – if you need something different, please just ask.

Trial

Starter

Enterprise

Corporate

All features

All features

-1 Creator account
Unlimited Viewer accounts
-Limited Duration License
--

-5 Creator accounts
Unlimited Viewer accounts
-1 year license
Dedicated support
--

All features
Windows 10 viewer
-20 Creator accounts
Unlimited Viewer accounts
-1 year license
Dedicated support
--

5 hrs. free RR allowance

100 hrs. free RR allowance

1000 hrs. free RR Allowance
(worth £6,000)

All features
Windows10 viewer
-Unlimited Everything
RR Allowance not required
-Single Sign-On
Mobile Device Management
SLA and Priority Support
On Prem Deployment
CAD Toolchain Integration
DMS/PLM Integration

To allow your teams to quickly try JoinXR,
convince stakeholders and to validate IT
compliance.

Suitable if you want to start using JoinXR
quickly. Additional RR Allowance pack likely to
be required

You have team members in a few locations
and want to empower your organization with
JoinXR

If you require JoinXR to be installed on your
tenant, wish to discuss a long-term SLA, or
any of the above.

Free

£6,000/year

£20,000/year

Contact Us

*JoinXR works with Hololens2, Oculus Quest2 and HTC Focus 3, hardware bundle deals are also available

FEATURES
IMMERSION
HoloLens 2 Application
Photoreal Avatars
Advanced Voice Audio
COLLABORATION
HoloLens 2 - Same Room
HoloLens 2 - Fully Remote
HoloLens 2 - Mixed location
NEW: Realtime Language Translation

NATURAL GESTURAL TOOLS
Presenter Toolset
Edit 3D content (inc. Remote Rendering)
Draw
Measure
Dictate Notes
Pickup, move and scale

ORGANISE
Bookable Meetings
Permanent team drop-in spaces
Documents and storage

REMOTE RENDERING
Auto Convert CAD
Upload & Display
Section Plane
Explode
Sequence
NEW: Enhanced CAD displays

SUPPORT FOR ENTERPRISE
One to one support
FAQ & Training videos
Prioritized issue reporting
Dedicated teams/slack channel
Visibility of Feature List/Backlog

SECURITY BUILT IN
Data secure
Reliable
Scalable

BROWSER UPLOAD
3D models (.glb .gltf .FBX)
Pdf
Notes, labels
Images
Live Sketches
MANAGE
Users
Devices
Remote Rendering Servers
INTEGRATIONS
AAD/INTUNE

EARLY ACCESS
We have ambitious plans to extend the
platform as part of the Mesh ecosystem
and we are happy to discuss our feature
backlog in detail with you.
Here are details of Azure Object Anchors
a new object recognition technology
coming soon to JoinXR.

Object Anchors (Alpha)
Overview

Seamlessly guide
employees

Simplify training
development

Visual inspection

In many of today’s mixed reality
scenarios, there is often a benefit to
align digital content with physical
objects. Azure Object Anchors allows
JoinXR to automatically align and
anchor 3D content to objects in the
physical world without using
markers.

Walking employees through a set of
tasks can be greatly simplified when
leveraging mixed reality. Object
Anchors makes it easy to overlay
digital instructions and best
practices, on top of physical objects.

Create mixed reality training
experiences for your workers,
without the need to place markers
or spend time manually ensuring
hologram alignment.

Use existing 3D models of objects in your
physical space to leverage Object Anchors,
locating and tracking instances of that object
in your environment. Quickly perform an
inspection with digital content overlaid.

Start using JoinXR today!
JoinXR is made by Fracture Reality, a company with commitment and passion
for the HoloLens and 5 years experience building Mixed Reality Solutions. These
are some of our clients:

1. Download JoinXR to your HoloLens 2 from
the Windows Store
2. Register an account here, on your PC
https://join.fracturereality.io
3. Contact us to complete setup and book a
live virtual tour

We are proud to be partners with:

fracturereality.io
Platform9,
Floor2,
Hove Town Hall,
Church Road,
Hove,
UK
BN3 2AF

CONTACT US
Our offices are in Brighton & Hove (UK)
and Oslo (Norway). We work with partners
internationally.

mark@fracturereality.io
+44 7798 613960

